
San Juan National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan 

Administrative Change 3 
 

 

Administrative changes, as defined at 36 CFR 219.13(c), are not plan amendments or revisions, 

do not require the preparation of a document under Forest Service National Environmental 

Policy Act (NEPA) procedures, and may be made at any time following public notice 

(219.16(c)(6)). Administrative changes include the following: 

 

 Corrections of clerical errors; 

 Changes to ensure conformance with new statutory or regulatory requirements; and 

 Changes to other content in the plan (219.7(f)). 

 

 

Administrative Change 3 

 

The following error in the 2013 San Juan National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan 

(Forest Plan) is being corrected through this administrative change: 

 

Description:  On page 184, Figure 3.5, the boundaries of Management Areas (MA) are 

depicted.  One of seven MA designations apply to all lands within the San Juan National 

Forest and describe the intensity of management that can be expected within each area, 

ranging from areas where natural processes dominate to areas that are intensely managed.  A 

number of factors were considered in determining MA boundaries, including existing 

conditions, desired conditions, and a great deal of public input.   

 

Through the process of finalizing these boundaries, the Lobo Overlook communication and 

recreation site, partially located on the far eastern end of the San Juan National Forest just 

north of Highway 160, was inadvertently not considered and currently lies within MA 1 

(Natural Processes Dominate).  The Lobo site contains communications towers, a popular 

overlook area with an informational kiosk, and a trailhead to access the Continental Divide 

Trail.  It was likely overlooked in the MA mapping process because it is accessed through 

and primarily located on the adjacent Rio Grande National Forest, but a portion of the site 

does cross onto the San Juan National Forest as well.   

 

Because this was a mapping error, and an MA 1 designation is inappropriate for a 

communications and developed recreation site, a minor change to the Forest Plan is needed.  

A small portion of the MA 1 designation (5.7 acres) will be replaced with MA 4 (High Use 

Recreation Emphasis).  The revised boundary will be consistent with the boundary that was 

used elsewhere in the Forest Plan where the Lobo Overlook site was considered (Over-

Ground Travel Suitability and Summer Recreation Opportunity Spectrum, for example).   

 

Change:  Page 184, Figure 3.5, modify the MA boundaries to be consistent with how this 

boundary was mapped elsewhere in the Forest Plan, and overlay the area with MA 4.  This 

small boundary change is not visible on Figure 3.5, so a map depicting the new boundary is 

provided below. Also, page 183, Table 3.5.1, update acreages for MA 1 (change 598,517 to 

598,511) and MA 4 (change 69,864 to 69,870); acreage changes are too small to affect 

percentages displayed in this table.  

  



 

  
 

 

 

Revised pages to the Forest Plan are attached below. 

  





 


